
These are 14 videos from the second edition, all of which are transcribed below: 
 
https://youtu.be/xgKp_aMrHLI 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9d4_r5qEtEE 
  
https://youtu.be/a8Z_OYWLRuY 
  
https://youtu.be/xMvv5UvIQHY 
  
https://youtu.be/rfBBFAOJKhc 
  
https://youtu.be/v4cKTNlybYg 
  
https://youtu.be/qEUMJrRqVRE 
  
https://youtu.be/le5_s_FhhGA 
  
https://youtu.be/J76OWDpDYX8 
  
https://youtu.be/oGA2OXG8fHA 
  
https://youtu.be/WZhq7jUovfw 
  
https://youtu.be/LwHori1kZNY 
  
https://youtu.be/bdrsSyYLhrg 
  
https://youtu.be/2kR3nzlZxqQ 
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1. First video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgKp_aMrHLI&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 1  
 
Transcription: 
“One of the most stressful times for me actually happened recently this summer…I had, for six 
years now I’ve had problems with my joints and I went in to get a shoulder surgery. And 
everything was going pretty much well until we decided to go back and get the stitches removed. 
The PA I was seeing decided it would not be a great idea to actually put them back on…A week 
later I ended up back in the emergency room with an infection. The doctors suggest that I take 
this really strong anti-biotic three times a day and then I go back again and the doctor puts me on 
another dose of it two times a day. So I’m pretty much on five times a day of antibiotics for the 
course of a month. Um, after the treatment I go back into the doctor and…I’m not feeling well. 
They do some tests and they find out the antibiotics they’ve given me have actually caused me to 
become ill with a serious disease of nicolin, called Sedive. It’s a bacterial infection and it’s pretty 
dangerous. So, they put me on a treatment for basically, um, a week of really strong antibiotics. 
Um, I thought it would be over, but a week after I’m done I’m feeling awful again. I go back to 
the doctor, they take the test only this time, they’ve lost it. I’m coming back to Southern 
California, trying to get my life back together for school and they’ve lost everything. I just felt 
completely out of my league. I had so much going on and I didn’t even know how to deal with it. 
So I go to the ER the night I move into my new apartment, which is stressful enough (sigh), and 
they tell me basically for five days I am not allowed to eat, I’m on another treatment of 
antibiotics, and, as you tell, I’m pretty much not too thrilled about that. It’s really, really stressful 
and I’m just really upset, but ten days later I get my treatment done and I’m eating real food; I’m 
okay. And then I start to feel not so good again. And I go back and I take a test and they lose it. 
And I take another test. And they lose it. And I take another test. And they lose that one again. At 
this point, I’m breaking down. I call after the fourth test breaking down crying because I am sick 
and nobody can do anything about it. And for me, being that far away from my family, being 
alone and having to deal with this, has been one of the most stressful things ever. But now I’m 
actually on my third treatment of antibiotics and I should be better, but I’ve been sick now since 
July 11th. And it’s really not a good feeling to know you’re not well and nobody can do anything 
about it. Plus, you know, you got the stress of college, and everything else. And it’s really hard, 
but somehow you just learn to take it one day at a time. Enjoy the small things and realize this 
too shall pass.” [END]  
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2. Second video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9d4_r5qEtEE  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 3 
 
Transcription:  
 
“Some stressors for me as a college student would be tuition, gettin’ a job in order to pay for 
tuition, or if I’m on financial aid, not gettin’ enough or maybe, or, getting the right amount, but 
not being able to pay for other things like car payments, textbooks, rent, you know, utility 
bills…stuff like that is pretty stressful. It’s hard to manage it when you don’t have a job and you 
have to make all these payments. Uhhh, another stressors would be family-related issues, you 
know, like, maybe not spending enough time with the family or if you’ve really been away from 
them it’s pretty hard to get in touch with them if you have a job or if you have to get to 
class…stuff like that. Other stressors would be friendships, too. It’s hard to manage a friendship, 
a good friendship, or even a good relationship, if you don’t have enough time to see the person 
because you’re always going to class or always working or always thinkin’ about what you’re 
going to do next. It’s just…it’s really hard to be able to manage everything and still be a good 
student. Grades are a huge stressor because, uh, in order to get my degree I have to get good 
grades in the classes that go towards that degree. It’s really stressful when you don’t have the 
time to actually study for things or when you don’t know what classes you are going to get next 
semester, it’s really hard, uh, think about it and just go through with it.” [END] 
 
 

3. Third video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8Z_OYWLRuY&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 4 
  
Transcription: 
“You know actually my stressor is that, um, is usually that I’m usually not a traditional US 
student. That’s why I am always supported right now. And I just want my credit here for, um, 
four years, but I have a lot language problems, culture shock. Actually, my story is, you know, I 
was stranded as a refugee for over 16 years in the Philippines; I don’t have any former students. 
Education over there—when I come over to the United States I thought over, it’s hard for me, 
and, uh, emotionally, am single here, alone here in United States, no, nope, no parents, no 
immediate family member, that’s why everything I have to encounter by myself. Financial 
problems, you know. The things that was—when I was in the United school, the things and 
worries, not really in the order or papers, but personally I have to invest more time into, but one 
thing I am scared is transportation. Because, you know, my car is so old, my car got problem.” 
[END] 
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4. Fourth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMvv5UvIQHY&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 5 
 
Transcription:  
 
“The first time I came from Japan to here I had a very stressful experience. I live in dorm which I 
shared with other student, and actually when I came here, I couldn’t speak English and I couldn’t 
listen to what people saying, so it was really hard to communicate with other people. I couldn’t 
say my roommate, what I wanna to do or something (laughs). So I couldn’t talk to him a lot, 
sometime, usually. So I live with him like two months, but actually I didn’t talk a lot so really so 
it was really stressful living with him so it’s kinda…I couldn’t, like, relax (laughs) in my house. 
And also taking class in here is really stressful, so I couldn’t relax for once so that’s kinda my 
stressful story.” [END] 
 

5. Fifth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfBBFAOJKhc&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 6 
 
Transcription:  
 
“A very stressful period of my life has been pretty much the last four years and ongoing. I 
came to the US four years ago, I’m a German citizen, and I want to study here. Now I’m a 
lesbian so I’m part of the LGBT community and that’s pretty stressful just everywhere 
because we don’t have equal rights and so on, but I met a person that was really important to 
me, she’s my girlfriend now, and because I’m an international student I do have a big 
financial burden. I pay four times the amount a normal student pays here. So I’m really short 
on money, so she offered me to live with her parents and now I’m pretty much stuck in that 
situation that I have to live with her parents because they do not know about us so every time 
we go home we have to go back into the closet and pretend we are not together. That’s really 
stressful to not accidently say something or behave in a certain way. Well, also the financial 
burden, it’s always stressful. And how to deal with it? I’ve come up with a solution, I just 
probably have to graduate and get a job and then I might be able to move out of there and 
start to live with my girlfriend openly.” [END] 
 
6. Sixth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 

Prevention: Student talks about stress 
 

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4cKTNlybYg&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 7  
 
Transcription:  
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“The most stressful moment that I had that I can reflect back to the most would be the end of my 
sophomore year as a college student. I was just finishing up my last semester at a community 
college and finals week was approaching and of course I had to get good grades because I knew I 
was going to be transferring to California State Fullerton in the fall and as well as beyond the 
golf team at California State Fullerton. So I needed to make sure all my grades were, um, okay 
and I’d be good enough to transfer. So when finals was coming up, I was really trying to focus as 
much as possible on getting good grades, but I noticed that towards the end I had some back 
problems and I’ve always been active in track and golf for all my life and I’ve never been one to 
get injured. And I really was wondering: why was my back slouching out and having all these 
cramps and stuff. And I finally determined that it wasn’t because I had done anything to 
physically hurt my back or because of the stress I was going through at that time in my life. 
Unfortunately, while I was having my back problems, I had a tournament as well coming up 
which was during finals week, so I was dealing with the pressure of trying to get good grades in 
all my classes and then I had to perform well in that tournament that was coming up. And the 
tournament was somewhat important to me because it was my first tournament that my coach 
from California was going to be there so I definitely wanted to perform well. And so what I did 
to deal with my stress during that time was try to take it a lot slower; I actually decided to do 
some yoga because yoga was able for me to stretch my back out a bit. Lot of professional 
athletes use yoga to get more flexibility and some stretching in there, so I did that and of course I 
used heat and ice just to fix that and I also had to go to the chiropractor a couple of times. But as 
far as my finals went, I would just have to take it one step at a time and not get ahead of myself, 
so what I learned in that situation was stress has a huge impact on your physical body, and from 
now on, I try to stay stress free as much as possible because I know it’s gonna help my school 
work and golfing.”  
 

7. Seventh video from video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEUMJrRqVRE&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 8 
 
Transcription: 
 
“A stressful time in my life was last semester I was taking on too much. I was working two jobs, 
teaching a dance class, but I had to teach dance, like recital pieces to the students, and go to 
Ervine to do desk job on top of school, I had sorority where I was executive officer, so I was 
putting together a mother–daughter garden party. I had to wake up in the morning, like five 
o’clock, so it was a lot of my body just waking up early, making sure I woke up on time, and I 
was scared the night before I was going to oversleep. So in the morning I had to make 500 
sandwiches for our girls and then cut them up and put everything together all by myself; so 
luckily, my mom came down, from Northern California, to help me make all these sandwiches, 
and put them together, and by the time we got there, we had like an hour to set up so just was 
like trying to put myself together and make sure everything was going to get done so when the 
moms started showing up for the event, everything looked all right, but then…usually our 
sorority girls show up like 15 minutes late so I kinda factored that into time, but instead the 
moms showed up 15 minutes early, so I lost a half an hour of the time I thought. So, I just did not 
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know what to do. And I had to run up and down stairs, the elevators weren’t working, so I had to 
run up and down stairs with big three gallons bottles of water with another one of my friends, so 
I just got to the point where I couldn’t handle the stress anymore and I just broke down by 
myself and cried—gave myself a minute to cry and put myself together cuz I was overwhelmed 
not planning out a certain amount of time for everything to happen. And then my mom came 
over to me and said it’s all right, they don’t really care if the day is perfect, they just want to 
have fun with their friends. That really helped me a lot. I went, okay, I did so much work, they 
seem to be enjoying everything, it’s not like they’re upset the food’s not out and perfect yet. So 
knowing that, I was just like okay, and for the rest of the day I was fine. I just needed that one 
minute just to cry and I was fine.” [END] 
 

8. Eighth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=le5_s_FhhGA&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 9 
 
Transcription:  
 
“Um, I am in my fifth year and final year of college and in my third year I went from commuting 
from living off-campus apartment with some of my sorority sisters and I thought it would be a 
really great idea because they are my friends, thought we would get along, it would be really fun, 
and after a while, I started to see, it was really not, that’s not the case. Just because you’re 
friends, you feel like if you have a problem with them, you’re just going to brush it off and not 
want to talk about it with them, but eventually I had a lot of problems with them. They were 
really, really messy. Um, and it was starting to bother me because I was not raised like that, they 
would just leave their stuff all over the place, and it was really embarrassing when company 
would come over because it would be messy and they would leave their dishes after weeks. And 
um, I had a lot on my plate; I had positions on campus, I was taking 15 units at the time, I didn’t 
really know what it was like to live on my own, cook all my own meals, all that into one day, I 
was going to sleep around 3 a.m. because I’m an English major and I had so many books to read 
in one semester and I had to deal with all the other stuff coming from them. It really, really 
stressed me out. I didn’t really know how to handle it. I was pretty much stressed every day, 
crying to my mom because I didn’t know what to do about them…eventually I did, most of the 
time I confronted them and it just made things worse because I had to think about my mom and I 
don’t want you to tell me what to do, and, um, for that whole year it was pretty bad until I was so 
stressed out all the time that I made myself sick. My thyroid went kind of hay-wired. I suffer 
from hyper-thyroid because of all the stress that I had to deal with, um, living with roommates. 
And I don’t really think that’s the way everybody is with their roommates, I don’t think you’re 
going to be so stressed out you’re sick, but that just happened to me because I just kept all of it in 
and I didn’t have an outlet, but, um, I don’t live with the same roommates anymore and after I 
got sick I decided I should probably find an outlet so I started doing yoga at the rec center and 
working out and not really keeping anything in. If anything bothered me with my roommates 
now, I just talk to them about it, and we talk about it, there’s resolutions taken care of, and, um, I 
just think I learned a lot from making the transition from living on my own and handling it a lot 
better. I don’t have super-messy roommates anymore, and if they are, I tell them to pick up their 
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stuff and just learn to take care of myself better and I don’t really have the same stress as I did 
back then.” [END]  
 

9. Ninth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J76OWDpDYX8&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 10  
 
Transcription: 
 
“So I’m like an international student from Japan and I came here four years ago. Um, my biggest 
stressor was speaking English. Of course I couldn’t speak English at all when I came here. It was 
so stressful and I’m so afraid of speaking people, I fear, I have a fear that people will not 
understand me. I couldn’t express my emotion. So, it was really stressful. And I feel like nobody, 
you know, it’s so scary. And also, um, keeping up in class is really hard for me, too, because I 
didn’t know English. I hafta look up every single word, every time, so it takes much more time. 
So I couldn’t sleep that much, I couldn’t have time to eat. So, yeah, it was really hard for me 
getting the process of learning, speaking, talking. So.” [END] 
 
 

10. Tenth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGA2OXG8fHA&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 11 
 
Transcription:  
 
“A stressful time period in my life would have to be my sophomore year, second semester. I 
recently been working at a job, been there a few months, and I came across another job and my 
parents thought it would be a good idea for me to take that job as well. So I was working two 
jobs, 42 hours a week, and had 16 units, and then along with that, I decided I wanted to do a 
pageant as well. So, I had to really learn how to manage my time, but I think it proved to me that 
it was almost impossible to spread my time out. It was like too thin. I was having anxiety attacks, 
I would call my mom crying because I didn’t have time to study for my test, I didn’t have time to 
study for any of my assignments, I couldn’t do any of my homework; I think I really learned that 
you have to manage your time well, but also don’t set expectations so high that you can’t even 
complete them. So after learning that I think I learned, obviously time management, and that I 
can spread things out and do things, all the things that I want, but in a timely matter. So, that was 
a really stressful time for me.” [END]  
 

11. Eleventh video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 
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Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZhq7jUovfw&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Student talks about stress 12 
 
Transcriptions:  
 
“All righty, so about a year ago I was in a relationship with another girl for a year and being 
a first-generation Afghan, there was a lot of pressure put on me by my parents to finish 
school and move on into a career and start making money, not just for myself, but also for 
my family. So there was a conflict with me whether I really wanted to pursue my heart or 
whether I really wanted to pursue my family. Actually, my personal goals were to finish 
school. I chose to follow my heart. I was in love with this girl, we went out for a year, and 
uh, and it was really tough on me. There was a lot of pressure, trying to make money at the 
same time go to school and trying to get good grades. It was tough, because, uh, getting good 
grades and working two jobs…it was really tough, it wasn’t working out for me. We were 
pretty honest with each other, but she was able to accomplish her goals more than I was 
because she didn’t feel as pressured as I did from the relationship. And what I decided, uh, it 
was tough to let her go, it was a month or two of not feeling so great and depression. And I 
let her go because I wanted to do what was right, and I wanted to make myself happy first 
before I could make someone else happy, and I let her go and right from that point on, you 
know, it’s made my family happy, it’s made me happy, trying to accomplish my goals, next 
semester is going to be my last semester, I’m going to be graduating and hopefully looking 
for a job and accomplishing and pursuing my goals in life.” [END] 
 
12. Twelfth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 

Prevention: Student talks about stress  
 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwHori1kZNY&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Guided Meditation  
 
Transcription:  
 
“Okay, welcome to our guided meditation. Let’s begin from our proper posture. We should have 
a straight spine, chest slightly lifted, shoulders back, stretch our shoulders back, and just relax, 
just a relax posture but straight. We are seated today in crossed-legged for meditation, but you 
can also sit in a chair if you’re more comfortable with that. So we begin by sitting in the tension, 
we just leave the world behind for a short period of time. We all have our problems and 
difficulties we go through in life, our emotional dramas, but we can let them go for a short time 
It can be so valuable if we go inside. We can often times get a better perspective of our situation, 
and sometimes, we can so deep that the problems don’t even seem like problems anymore. So 
let’s just make a conscious act to leave the world behind for a short period of time and go inside. 
So the first thing we want to do is relax our bodies. A really simple breathing technique to do 
that is let’s inhale and tense the whole body, and then with a double exhale, relax. We’ll do that 
three times. Inhale tense the body, make a fist, vibrate, double exhale, relax and feel. Inhale tense 
Exhale relax. Inhale tense. Exhale relax. Now mentally bring your gaze up between the point 
between the eyebrows, not crossing the eyes, just the point between the eyebrows, this is the 
highest center of concentration, move the body, bring our attention there, but with 
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subconsciousness. We try to hold our tense there as much as we can, getting rid of the tension, 
and then check your body and make sure it’s relaxed, and we can talk to the body, tell it we’re 
going to sit here for a few minutes now, be still, be relaxed, your body will listen, you can train it 
to sit still. Image your body a pile of peace, pose is relaxed, just enough tension to sit up straight, 
that’s all, just the muscles moving to sit up, maybe become aware of your breathing…learn to 
control the breath, letting the body breath…relax and go with each breath. Now we’re going to 
have an affirmation on a piece. So please repeat after me in one voice and then we’ll get softer 
and softer and finally we’ll get to a whisper and then we’ll mentally repeat the, um, affirmation, 
taking it deeper and deeper so it goes in to subconscious mind, to the conscious mind, then we’ll 
have an actual experience in peace. So please repeat after me. I am in the temple of quietness. I 
am in the temple of quietness. Peace fills my body. Peace fills my body. Peace fills my heart. 
And dwells within my lungs. Peace within…peace 
within…without…without…everywhere…everywhere….peace surrounds my life…peace 
surrounds my life…it permeates all my existence…it permeates all my existence…peace into 
myself…peace into myself…peace into my family…peace into my family…peace into my 
mission…peace into my mission…peace into my world….peace into my world…peace into my 
cosmos…peace into my cosmos… I am in the temple of quietness…I am in the temple of 
quietness…peace fills my body…peace fills my body…peace fills my heart…peace fills my 
heart…and dwells within my lung…and dwells within my lung…peace within…peace 
within…without…without…everywhere…everywhere…peace surrounds my life…peace 
surrounds my life…and permeates all the realms to my existence…and permeates all the realms 
to my existence…peace into myself…peace into myself…peace into my family…peace into my 
family…peace into my mission…peace into my mission…peace into my world…peace into my 
world…..peace into my cosmos…peace into my cosmos….I am in the temple of quietness…I am 
in the temple of quietness…peace into my body…peace into my body...peace fills my 
heart…peace fills my heart…and dwells into my lung…and dwells into my lung…peace 
within…peace within…without…without….everywhere…everywhere…beautiful peace 
surrounds my life…beautiful peace surrounds my life…permeates all the moments in my 
existence…permeates all the moments in my existence…peace into myself….peace into 
myself…peace into family…peace into my family…peace into my mission…peace into my 
mission…peace into my world…peace into my world…peace into my cosmos…peace into my 
cosmos…peace into my world…peace into my world…peace into my cosmos…peace into my 
cosmos…I am in the temple of quietness…I am in the temple of quietness…peace into my 
body…peace into my body…peace fills my heart…peace fills my heart…and dwells within my 
lung…and dwells within my lung…peace within…peace within 
…without…without….everywhere…everywhere…peace surrounds my life…peace surrounds 
my life…and permeates all the realms to my existence…and permeates all the realms to my 
existence…peace into myself…peace into myself…peace into my family…peace into my 
family…peace into my mission…peace into my mission…peace into my world…peace into my 
world…peace into my cosmos…peace into my cosmos. And now we repeat this affirmation 
mentally, all over the room, and into you quietly. Peace fills my body. Peace fills my heart. 
Dwells in my body. And dwells within my lungs. Peace 
within…without…everywhere…beautiful peace surrounds my life…beautiful peace surrounds 
my life…permeates all the moments in my existence…permeates all the moments in my 
existence…peace into myself…peace into my family…peace into my cosmos…Now forget your 
worries and just feel the peace within. To close this meditation, let’s just feel what the heart says. 
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Feel the heart. We are just perceiving the heart. Just feel what’s there. If you’re feeling peace, 
feel the peace. Just be aware of it, or see it. Now let’s bring our hands to the heart center, sort of 
feel your body, giving gratitude for the gifts. We hope you all enjoyed this meditation. Revisit it 
often. Practice it. The more you practice it the more you feel at peace. Thank you all for 
coming.” [END]  
 

13. Thirteenth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress  

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdrsSyYLhrg&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Yoga 
 
Transcription:  
 
“And now rise up, exhale, swung rise forward, inhale, press your shoulders down, exhale, 
release, walk forward to plank, hold, make sure your back and your toes are in ailment, try to 
look up, forward, rise up, downward dog, press your toes into the ground, press back into dog 
facing dog, hold, inhale, exhale, lift one leg behind, hips forward, swinging in front in front of 
the mat, look up, legs up, place your knee down, place your toe down, raise your hands up, press 
back for a deeper stretch, press hands into the ground, toe into the ground, knee up, hands up, 
heel down into warrior pose, toe to knee, press your shoulders down and lean back, exhale, 
elbow to knee, look at the inside of your elbow, shoulder down, back to warrior, inhale, exhale, 
swing forward, bring toe to meet your other foot, press your hands into the ground, push back 
into plank, turn around going forward, rise into upward dog, press toes to the ground, rise up into 
downward facing dog, leg up, heels—hip forward, swing to the front of your mat, look up, press 
knee, press toe down, arms up, press into your hip, lean back for a deeper stretch, hands to floor, 
foot to ground, press up, arms up, heels down into warrior, knee and toes pressing in towards the 
ground, legs up, shoulders down, elbow to knee, into the inside of your elbow, back to warrior, 
swing forward, flip to the front of your mat, and slowly rise up.” [END] 
 

14. Fourteenth video from the video series from the 2nd edition of Stress Management and 
Prevention: Student talks about stress 

 
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kR3nzlZxqQ&feature=youtu.be  
Video title: Stress Management and Prevention: Stretching exercises 
 
Transcription:  
 
“A lot of these poses can be done anywhere and just right before exam or exercising right before 
you warm up. I like to start with my shoes off, you may choose to have your shoes on. You can 
begin by reaching up in the sky, both hands up, breathe out, down, down, down, reach, if you can 
touch your toes that’s great, if you can’t, those of you that are more flexible than others, you can 
have one hand on the elbow and the other hand on the elbow, reach down, breath really deep into 
the diaphragm, and lean towards it, up, up. When you come up, slowly come up, roll, feel every 
vertebrae from your spin, all the way up, extend both hands, reach all the way back, back, 
forward, left over right, grab your shoulders, tight, tight, squeeze all that tension out, release, 
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release, release, release, stretch, stretch, stretch back, right over left, all the way through, same 
thing, really tight squeeze, release, release, release down. Stretch back, both hands wide, all the 
way through, left cross over right elbow, hands up, hand reaches up, get that left shoulder stretch. 
You can move your elbows up to get that deeper stretch, or down, pull down, down, down. 
Release careful, all the way back. Then opposite side—one side might be more flexible than the 
other, that’s normal. Reach all the way up, down, release all the way back. That’s really going to 
release a lot of shoulder tensions. Chest stretching out. We’re going to do some floor poses. 
From here you can reach up in normal sitting position. Reach up, lean forward, walk your hands 
forward if you can, stretching your lower back. These can be done anywhere, in your street 
clothes, so these can be done right before an exam to release some tension you might have. 
Come up slowly, slowly, slowly. This is another pose that is one of my favorites. It’s using the 
warrior modified into—don’t really have a name for it, but modified warrior. Right knee front, 
left knee down, drop the right foot down, over, God, this really gives you a good stretch there in 
the hip. It releases your hip. Breathe, breath, in all these positions. Slowly walk back, carefully 
walk back, step up, come up. Other side. Left foot in front. Knees down. Drop your legs right 
here, knees back, just down, down, releasing that left hip. Breathing in all these positions. Walk 
your hands up. Feet up. Roll up into standing position with every single vertebrae.” [END] 
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